
Aromatherapy Nebulizer

Nebulizing diffusers does not require water or heat to distribute essential oils 

into the air. This may make them more advantageous than other types of 

diffuser.

Multi-Function Nebulizer Aroma Diffuser
Manual

Optimum Size for 
Deep Therapeutic Effect

Retain Therapeutic 
Properties of Essential Oils

Natural long 
standing microdroplets

Safer Alternative to 
Candles and Burner

www.plusvibes.com



About PlusVibes’ Wireless Travel Nebulizing Diffuser

Product Description 
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PlusVibes’ nebulizing diffuser is light, slick and travel-friendly. The 

rechargeable wireless device allows you to diffuse essential oils 

effortlessly during your yoga session, on your office desk, on your 

bedside table and even in your car. A nebulizing diffuser is often 

used for aromatherapy for overall well-being, stress relieving and 

sleep aid. This nebulizing diffuser adopts a cold diffusion technolo-

gy, converting essential oil into micro fine vapour without using 

heat or water. The nano atomization technology protects essential 

oil molecules to maintain its therapeutic properties.



Aluminium Alloy Body, Metallic Frosted Texture

USB Charging Port

Built-in 2200mAh High-Capacity Lithium Battery 

Mirror Smart Buttons 

Vertical Nano Mist Outlet with Timer

Product Mist Head Amber Bottle Charger Tube
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Components



Nebulized therapy is often called a breathing treatment that can be 

used to improve respiratory systems or assist in guiding an 

individual into a state of relaxation. A nebulizer transforms liquid 

into a micro fine vapour, allowing your lungs to easily absorb the 

therapeutic benefits of the oil. A nebulizing diffuser does not require 

a water base so there is no need to keep refilling water like a 

humidifier or aroma diffuser.

What is a nebulizing diffuser for?

1. Bedroom, living room, dining room, study room

2. Office / Study desk, meeting room  

3. Yoga mat, gym 

4. Inside car 

5. Bathroom, bath tub 

Application
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To turn on device: Press Power button for 3 seconds

To turn off device: Press Power button for 3 seconds

To change the intensity: Select the intensity by pressing the 
intensity button

To change the timer: Select the hour duration by pressing the Power 
button

Intensity Atomization: 

Low intensity: Atomize 15s and rest 165s, oil consumption 0.15ml/hr

Medium intensity: Atomize 60s and rest 120s, oil consumption 

0.6ml/hr

High intensity: Atomize 120s and rest 60s, oil consumption 1.2ml/hr

The control panel has 3 intensity and 3 timers. 

Operation Instructions
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Continuous Timer Mode:

The nebulizer will diffuse according to the selected intensity for 

either 1 hour, 2 hours, 3 hours or no timer.

15s 60s 120s

1h 2h 3h

Mist head
Atomizing time indicator light

Atomizing time options, 
On / Off LED

Timing indicator light

On / Off / Time option
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Use the charge of output voltage DC5V, PC computer USB port, 

mobile charger with USB port or car charger with USB port. 

When fully charged for 6 hours, able to use for 72 hours, 16 hours, or 

8 hours (according to intensity and timer.)

When charging, the LED light on the panel will blink and become 

solid red when fully charged. 

Over-charging of this device will result in decreased battery 

efficiency over time, which is normal for rechargeable batteries.

Charging Precautions: 

15s 60s 120s

1h 2h 3h

Power Timer Change
Intensity
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Connect charger to 5V adapter (not included), full charge for 6 

hours. View Operation Instruction: Charging precautions (page 6). 

Press the nozzle top, it will eject an empty 20ml bottle. 

Unscrew the bottle from the nozzle and add in a few drops of pure 

essential oil. You may add different scents to create a blend suited 

for you. 

Once filled, do not topple the device as it will damage the device. 

View Safety Rules (page 11).

To insert the nozzle into the device, ensure that the arrow is aligned, 

and press firmly. 

To begin diffusing, view Operation Instructions (page 4)

Set Up Guide
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1. Press the mist head, it will 

 pump out

2. Align the arrow on the mist head, 

and press firmly to install.

15s 60s 120s

1h 2h 3h



Model: CS-10X

Capacity: 5-20ml 

Voltage: DC-5V

Power: 1.5W

Battery capacity: 2000mAh

Battery (max): 72 hours

Product size: 71.5mm x 121mm

Product weight: 370g

Product size: Refer to image

7.15 cm
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Technical Specifications
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1. How long does it take to fully charge the battery?

It takes 6 hours to fully charge and can be used up to 72 hours, 

depending on diffusing intensity.

2. What kind of oil does the nebulizer need?

Pure essential oil without impurities. Do not add water as it will spoil 

the device.

3. Why can’t I see the mist? 

When the nebulizer is on, the essential oil will become nanoparticles 

and sometimes cannot be seen by the eyes.

4. Why does the nebulizer suddenly stop diffusing? 

The nebulizer does not continuously diffuse the oils. It diffuses 

according to intensity with up to 165 seconds pause in between 

diffusing. View Operation Instructions: Intensity Atomization (page 4)

FAQ
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1. Do not overturn the nebulizer or leave the nebulizer on its side 

while oil is inside. This may cause the oil to flood the air pump and 

may cause permanent damage to the nebulizer.

2. Do not dilute oil with water. Only use pure essential oils in the 

nebulizer.

3. Do not leave this product under direct sunlight or heat as it may 

damage the device. 

4. When changing essential oil, turn off the power switch. 

5. Keep out of reach of children and pets.
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Safety Rules
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Cleaning Instructions

1. Press and pull the mist head from the nebulizer. 

2. Take out the amber bottle attached to the mist head, 

and pour rubbing alchohol (75%) into the amber bottle. Gently swoosh 

it around and rinse with water.

3. Rinse the tube with cold or room temperature water gently

while avoiding the mist head.

4. Wait 15-20 minutes for the bottle and tube to dry. 

5. Assemble all the items accordingly and you are ready to diffuse.

Mist Head

Amber
Bottle

Tube


